
With over 35 years of Design experience and 21 years of experience on SOLIDWORKS
I will present some design methods/processes from Corporate design to a startup
business. This will include designing the interior of Air Force One before CAD to the
options we now have creating beautiful looking prosthetic designs with the powerful tools
of SOLIDWORKS and the emerging technology of 3D printing. I will provide insights on
many aspects of taking an idea to a final product.

Other items included using 3D to generate quick sketches and form studies to making
your designs look great in your presentations and selling of your ideas. This would
include features such as Scan to 3D.

I’m a Professional Product Designer with extensive years of experience creating award
winning designs for Fortune 500 companies, government and small businesses. Having
the ability to create innovative concepts and bring them into production with a deep
understanding of multiple materials and manufacturing processes. Skilled to ideate with
sketches, develop imagery and final graphics including CAD design. Experienced in
developing presentations with multiple concepts for selecting best design for the customer
and final production.

As design professionals we need to adapt to the fast paced life changes in technology
and tools we currently use. This will only make our products and peoples lives better
when we understand the needs of each other and adapt to our ever changing world.

Designing for Life’s Adaptations

KFalk Design LLC
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Presentation Notes
With over 35 years of Design experience and 21 years of experience on SOLIDWORKS I will present some design methods/processes from Corporate design to a startup business. This will include designing the interior of Air Force One before CAD to the options we now have creating beautiful looking prosthetic designs with the powerful tools of SOLIDWORKS and the emerging technology of 3D printing.  I will provide insights on many aspects of taking an idea to a final product. Other items included using 3D to generate quick sketches and form studies to making your designs look great in your presentations and selling of your ideas.  This would include features such as Scan to 3D.I’m a Professional Product Designer with extensive years of experience creating award winning designs for Fortune 500 companies, government and small businesses.  Having the ability to create innovative concepts and bring them into production with a deep understanding of multiple materials and manufacturing processes.  Skilled to ideate with sketches, develop imagery and final graphics including CAD design.  Experienced in developing presentations with multiple concepts for selecting best design for the customer and final production. As design professionals we need to adapt to the fast paced life changes in technology and tools we currently use.  This will only make our products and peoples lives better when we understand the needs of each other and adapt to our ever changing world.  



Experiences

KFalk Design LLC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My education included 2.5 years at BSU in graphics illustration and then completed my BS degree in Product Design at Art Center College of Design in Pasadena CA.  After Graduating in 1985 from Art Center I started my design career at Walter Dorwin Teague Associates in Seattle.  1.5 of the years out of 8 years at Teague included the design for Air Force One.  My years at Teague included some 3D design on Alias and Pro E but not extensive at this time.  After leaving Teague I started my career at HP in Boise from 1992 to Feb. 2016.  At first we used HP 3D CAD which was painful.  It was easier to do the designs in 3D.  But thankfully in 1995 my designs became much easier and more efficient with the introduction of Solidworks.  



What I wanted to be?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I did not know exactly what I was going to do in college but I knew it would be in some type of design as shown in this illustration.  It was OK but as I look now I had a lot to learn about perspective and eclipses.  



Final product at HP using SOLIDWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well I think I got better in ellipses and design.  A big part of this was the improvements and solutions that Solidworks provided over the year with its updates and request from the users.  So one of my final projects at HP was honored with 3 prestigious awards and it felt good.  



Final product at HP using SOLIDWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My original concepts, ideas and sketches were generated in Solidworks and then were translated and sent to Canon since the CAD system they worked with is NT.  This file system and translation made our life much easier with the file exchange with NT and Solidworks.  Life was good.  



Parts engineered at Canon after HP SOLIDWORKS generation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the ID lead my responsibility was not the final parts covers as shown here but the over all look, feel and internally and externally of the LaserJet's. 



High-end Mono SF and MFP’s Enterprise LaserJet's

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a few more examples of the larger scale LaserJet projects I worked on at HP over the years.  All done with Solidworks.  These products were generated in Alias by an external partner then finalized in Solidworks and refined by myself to meet the design language at the time.  As previously the external CAD was sent and we worked back and forth finalizing the actual part designs



High-End Multi-Function Enterprise Color LaserJet



First Enterprise adjustable control panel development, Other concept sketches and possible printer solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be a good designer it requires you to create and develop many ideas as possible and Solidworks was a great tool in getting volumes and size studies down quickly with line drawings and underlays for our ideation and sketching processes. 



Project Design using Self taught Solidworks for the first time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ID process always included program management and Solidworks enabled me to manage and work on many projects at one time and see the big picture.  



Out of box thinking and it was round using SOLIDWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once in a while we got to think out of the box for product ideas so I went round with another possible tech device.  I was able to use SW and Keyshot to animate and show the various ideas and configurations and the project story. 



HP project Thin vertical wall mount / desktop printer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HP let us work on things outside of LaserJet’s and I never thought that one day I would be dealing with accessabitly and wheelchair users when working on these concepts and ideas for a wall mounted vertical printer for better access and usability. 



Air Force One Project while at Teague and Boeing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well lets take a step back to 1986 when not too many volunteers wanted to live in Wichita Kansas for a year.  I jumped at the opportunity to design the interior of the Presidents new Plane Air Force One.  At this time we did not use CAD and all designs were hand drawn and in 2D.  I was able to use my clay tools made at Art Center to sculpt the support on the 13” 747 Door bustle to support the 17” Presidential Seal.  What a great experience this was to have the opportunity to work on a project as this, even with out the 3D tools at the time.  



Developing surfaces and shapes in SOLIDWORKS for project estimate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now step in to the year 2016 as we work on a possible project, I now realize why we still use faxes….There are still some manufactures around using the good ol school method of getting jobs done.  This was generated in Solidworks but the vendor does not use CAD and still use the tried and true method of x-y section planes and creating templets to generate the beautiful hand sculpted surfaces.  Solidworks was used to generate the measurement of the surface area to help in getting the product estimate.  



Product Design concepts and preliminary CAD in SOLIDWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solidworks has always been a great tool for design concepts and idea generation. 



http://coen.boisestate.edu/fuse/

Instruction and Mentor at BSE for Freshman Service Learning Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the loss of my leg in 2008 from a motorcycle accident  I became an above the leg amputee.  I was invited to be a guest instructor and mentor at BSU for the Freshmen Engineering Class called Service Learning.  This has been a great experience over the past 4 years, helping the students and there clients developing accessible or adaptive devices,  that included some instruction with some basic Solidworks instruction.  



BSU reversed engineered projects 3D printed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3D printing and the process was great because the options that can be achieved over and above the standard tooling and molding process.  The egg shape handle has an interior post that has some clearance so the egg shape can rotate and pivot slightly but still staying strong and secure.  The use of existing electric toothbrush allowed the client the necessary stimilius to hold the pot handle and stirring action. It was nice to use Solidworks to create a living hinge for a on off switch and then incase or cover it with a large piece of shrink wrap.  



BSU student project   Push button dog treat feeder for wheelchair user

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HP was generous to let the Students print the 3D parts on the Uprint and other 3D printers.  This was a fun project for someone with limited mobility and in a wheelchair to push a button and give a service dog a treat when it completed a task on command.



BSU Student elliptical pedals to learn how to walk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pedal shape and design was just completed this semester for a team that was assigned to help a young girl learn to walk for the first time.  This elliptical device attached to her current walker and when moved, it lifted and created the movement she needed to learn to walk. It was a great test and learning project for the students to get the right locations attachments and other features in place. 



SOLIDWORKS CAD and 3D printing for personal projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well after helping others I needed some solutions for my new home,  so with Solidworks and the use of the 3D printers I generated downspouts to better contain the water and look good.  Designed a light switch plate that over hung into the glass tile area narrowing it on the sides to look much better and not protrude into the glass tile area. 



Design Progression of Micro Processor Knee

RHEO KNEE 1

RHEO KNEE 2

RHEO KNEE 3
current product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being a designer and a new amputee I am sensitive to what I was going to wear every day.  The first RHEO knee worked pretty well but the ID looked like it was engineered and then just dipped into soft handle grip dip.  Not what I wanted to wear.  Over the years RHEO payed more attention to what the ID looked like and refined the design to how it looks now in the RHEO KNEE 3, which is the one I currently use.  Design does matter! 



Scanning processes for both leg faring and leg sockets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once my leg settled down with its changes it was time to design and do something nice with the newly introduced Fairing designs by Scott Summit at Bespoke.  I was excited to get things going so had some high resolution scans done in the HP metrology Lab.  I flew to SF to get the scan to start the fairing process but the technology was not as specialized as the one used at HP.  A series of 40-50 photos were taken and then the generation of my leg and foot was created to start the fairing design process.  My request was to have a metal cover and wanted it to light up and glow some how.  



Design sketching and possibilities for leg faring's and sockets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the use of the CAD I generated in Solidworks I was able to create underlays for sketching to look at the Color Material and Finish designs.  Go BSU.  



Color, Material and Finish options in SOLIDWORKS and Keyshot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These images were generated by the high resolution scans and then recreated with surfaces in Solidworks.  This enabled me to create designs to look at other finishes and materials more realistically .  Keyshot was also used. 



Final design for micro processor leg fairings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These images show my two illuminated legs.  One is the Bespoke fairing covers and the Blue White and Orange illuminated leg is generated and created on the C-Leg.  



Future design concepts for leg fairing process in SOLIDWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My latest leg fairing project is to recreate the muscles and ligaments from my current leg and to generate an anatomally accurate representation of my real leg.  In Solidworks we temporary used Scan to 3D function and scanned the existing Bespoke fairings in to get the same attachment features to attach to my microprocessor leg but 3D print the muscles etc. and then add fiber optic Red and white lights to represent veins.  



Future design concepts for leg fairing process in SOLIDWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scan to 3D is a must now days to capture and recreate shapes or to work around or work with shapes in CAD.  Sure glad its now a feature or option you can get separately in Solidworks.



Different leg for each day and activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am fortunate to have the legs I have received over the 8 years.  This shows the improvements over time and the specialization of leg features for different activities like walking, running, snowboarding and biking. 



The day my designs changed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On August 3 2008 my life changed for the better,  I know I’m here talking to you now because of the accident. This is not what I was thinking how my life is to go but would not change any of it and what it has become for me.  



Passion for DESIGN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design was my life before my accident and Design is still a big part of my life.  Now I am no longer designing LaserJet's but now have the opportunity to design items that can make someone else’s life better.  



Adaptive Sports for people with Disabilities and the Possibilities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I do so many more things now with one leg than when I ever did with two. 



Adaptive products enabled by 3D printing technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some current products that are being developed using Solidworks.  There is a need and opportunities to develop adaptive devices for all different ranges of disabilities.  Not only for those with lost limbs but items to improve and help those who  who have less mobility or for what ever challenges someone faces in life.  



Robots and Humans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks everyone for this opportunity in sharing my Design experience and the use of Solidworks as an important tool in the process.  I’m looking forward to more opportunities to help others.  We will never replace the human body completely in my life time but we are getting closer. As design professionals we need to adapt to the fast paced life changes in technology and tools we currently use.  This will only make our products and peoples lives better when we understand the needs of each other and adapt to our ever changing world.  
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